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it be great for weather â��hearâ�� notifications and search for your podcast subscriptions or call
your music, but it can also turn your videos and games into a thing. See more of Igo Primo in its
Android App StoreBlockchain, the technology designed to store a record of transactions using a

network of independent computers, is driving more than just a few trends in the commercial real
estate industry. The recently launched platform is now being used for a variety of purposes, from

managing rent collections to creating secure online documents associated with mortgages. Some of
the most notable applications of blockchain technology to real estate include: New applications of

blockchain technology are appearing on a weekly basis, particularly as commercial real estate
professionals become more comfortable with the technology. One example of this is the increasing

number of blockchain app builders, which are software programs that generate customized
environments where blockchain transactions may be stored and verified. By design, these apps are
highly scalable and resistant to fraud. In the real estate industry, multiple companies are innovating

to reduce friction in the business and capture a bigger share of the $1 trillion global real estate
market. This week, Gensler’s new U.S. real estate innovation and technology team—which was

created to help its clients maximize the use of new technologies, such as blockchain—announced a
partnership with Cypherium, a distributed financial technology (DFT) company. Cypherium is

creating a blockchain-based platform for financial institutions to help them manage regulatory
compliance. The company is already focusing on the commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS)
and mortgage-backed securities (MBS) real estate asset class, which is the largest in the U.S. with a
total value of nearly $6 trillion. Cypherium technology, which has been in development for the last

several years, combines traditional software
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